
peratures appear atightly above (= 80 f 
30 mK) the COBE measurement of TCsR 
= 2.735 K (Fig. 1). A possible explanation 
of this e x c m  would be the presence of 
local excltation mechanisms (such as 
oolllsional excltation). None of the data 
necessary to quantify t h ~ e  mechanisms 
are of sufficient qualliy to provlde a clear 
explanation of the observed difference. 
Improved observations would be 
needed to obtain better data on local 
conditions In molecuhr clouds and on 
CN absorption llne measurements to 
show if the excess In the CN excitation 
tempemture is really a result of collisional 
excitation. 

Homogeneity wlthln 50 Kpc 

A very real posstbility exists to deter- 
mine TeeR In the Magellanic Clouds If an 
appropriate sight line wlth sufficient CM 
column density can be found. Such a 
measurement is juBf within the posslbillty 
of the largest telescopes In the southern 
hemisphere. 

We have initiated a prqramme for 
obwwlng a sample of lines of sight to- 
wards bright and reddened 0 and B stars 
In the Magellank Clouds. The observa- 
tions were performed In October 1991 at 
the 3.6-m ESO telescope (La Sllla, Chile) 
uslng the CASPEC spectrograph with 
the 31.6 linelmm grating plus the long 
camera in the wavelength range 
3 8 0 d - 4 5 0 d  

Preliminary results show that the Call 
H and K interstellar lines (bath galsctte 
and Cloud components) are present In all 
the observed stellar spectra (Flg. 2). 
Molecular absorption lines of CH and CN 
are marginally visible (Fig, 31, represent- 
ing the first detection of the CN species 
In the Magellanlc Clouds interstellar 
medium. Detection of interstellar CH and 
CH+ has been reported only towards 
supernova 1987 by Magdn and GiHet 
(1 987). 

Additional obwwing tlme Is needed 
for improving the molecular detection, In 
particular CN for the measurement of the 
TeBR at 50 Kpc from us. 

Homogeneity on Large Scales 

It may be pmslble to observe the 
excltatlon of other molecular rotation or 
atomic fine structure lines at quite large 
distances (Bahdl and Wolf, 1968). In- 
deed a few reports (Meyer et A,, 1986; 
Wampler, 1W0) of upper llmlts to TCsR at 
redshlft around z = 1.6 and z = 2.5 have 
bgen reported for the excitation of CI and 
CII flne structure Hnes. 

In cant& to the measurements in the 
Magellanic Clouds the measurements at 
high mdshif! introduce a rather large 
uncertainty In the local condition of the 
specim absmed, for example local ex- 

ngum 3: Inmtdbr CN toweds the star SK 106 (SMCI, Tha pdt lon  d the line m'mides with 
on@ of the strwrgw ccrmponents of the IntersteIlar Ca /I K In the Small M ~ I I m i c  Cloud. The 
upper llmlt fof the CN column density i8 1 x 10'' 

cltatlon mechanisms such as colllslonal 
processes or local UV field are difficult to 
evaluate. Neverth Jess, a determination 
of Tcsdr) c (1 + ~~TCBR(Z 011 at any 
redshift would be very difficult to explain 
in the context of the standard cosmologl- 
cal scenarios. Though thy are affected 
by large uncertainties, the exlstent upper 
limlts to T=BR(Z) do not contradict the 
present theories. 

In summary, excfting and important 
cosmological rmults are possible from a 
careful study of the Interstellar ther- 
mometers avallable to us, 
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New ESO Conference and Workshop Proceedings 
The PrOcedings of the ESO Workshop on HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOW 

WITH THE VLT have iust become wallable. The SlO-page volume, edited by M.-H. 
Uldch, [8 offered at a price of DM 45.-. 

The following publications we In press and will become available end of September/ 
beginning of October 1992: 

ESO CONFERENCE ON HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGING BY INTERFEROMETRY 
II. These Pmceedings, edlted by J.M. Be&ets and F. Merkte. am divided Into hhro 
volumes [Part I and Part 11) and contain more than 140 papers on a total of more than 
1 320 pagw. The prlce Is DM 11 0.-. 

4th ES0/8f-ECF DATA ANALYSIS WORKSHOP. Thls 188-page volume, edlted by 
P. J. G d t  and R.C. E. de Ruijsscher, will be avallable at a price of DM 25.- (all prices 
include packing and surface mall). 

Prepayment is required for all publications. Payments have to be made to the ESO 
bank amount 2102002 wlth Cornmenbank MIlnchen or by cheque, addr~sed to fhe 
attention of 

ESO, Financial Ssrvices 
Karl-Schwamchild-Str. 2 
0 8 0 4 6  Oarchlng b, Munchen, Germany 

Please do not forget to Indicate your complete a d d m  and the tltle of the Prooeed- 
Ings. 


